Sarah Holldorf
There are many words that can be used to describe Sarah; Advocate, Friend, Caring,
Strong, Organized, Resilient, Creative, Hardworking, Positive, and that is just to name a
few, but none of these words will truly describe Sarah. Sarah is an AMAZING Superstar.
Sarah is amazing at what she does. Shortly after joining the Dakota DD case management
team in May 2017, Sarah took over a case load that
wasn't the most organized, and had some difficult
cases, but through her tireless efforts, Sarah has
built a rapport with the difficult families, and made
the cases her own.
In the last year, Sarah's light has really started to
shine! I have received numerous emails and phone
calls from families thanking Sarah for the work that
she has done for their son/daughter. Recently,
when one of her individuals was at risk for losing
his job due to transportation issues, Sarah worked
with Dakota County to get this individual set up
with the Lyft pilot, even though he is not a direct
hire at his job, which at the time was a requirement to be part of the Lyft program. The
parents of this individual reached out to me to thank Sarah for going the extra mile.
Sarah is always looking out for the best interests’ of the individuals on her case load. She
has one individual on her case load that was struggling to get to work every day and due
to this, this individual was having trouble paying his bills. Sarah thought "outside the box"
for this individual and developed a CEED plan to help him offset some of the costs related
to working such as mileage reimbursement to help with gas costs, as well as getting him a
cell phone to be able to have in case of an emergency. Since starting this plan, the
individual has been able to get caught up on past bills and have some peace of mind.
Though he still struggles to get to work some times, the stress of knowing that he has
some assistance is still there; should he need it. If it weren't for Sarah fighting for him,
he would still be struggling and who knows where he would be.
Sarah is not afraid to speak her mind, and fight for what she believes to be fair, whether
it's fighting for something for one of her individuals on her case load, or fighting for a
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change that impacts her and her fellow coworkers. Sarah is always willing to
help out a coworker no matter what she is doing. One of her coworkers
recently said that they strive to be like Sarah every day. "No matter what she
is working on, if you have a question, or need some help with something, she is
there to help. Sarah could be dealing with the most stressful thing, but she
never lets that stress get to her; she always has a smile on her face, and is
willing to help out and answer your question, no matter how silly it may seem."
I recently had the pleasure of talking with a parent of two of Sarah's individuals
who summed up Sarah best. "I have been singing my praises to all of my
friends and anyone who asks about my sons' case manager for some time now.
So I thought I should pass along how amazing Sarah is. Words cannot express
how grateful we are for her. She knows her stuff and if she doesn't know the
answer right away, she will find out the answer and tell us where to get the
support that we need. We absolutely love Sarah, and hope she is with us for
a very long time!"
Truer words couldn't be said. Not only are the individuals and families on
Sarah's case load lucky to work with her, but I am as well. I am honored to
work with Sarah and have her part of my team. Thank you Sarah for being
The Amazing Superstar that you are!
Respectfully submitted by: Jessica Philbrook, Program Manager DD Dakota

Nicole Tetzlaff
Nicole started with Thomas Allen in December of 2019 with the plan to be an expansion position. She quickly
became a full time staff working 35 hours a week while going to school full time. She took on a case load that had
many challenges to overcome. Some of these challenges included guardians and team members being upset for one
reason or another. Nicole handled these challenges with ease, responding to emails explaining answers to
questions as if she had been working in Case management for years.
Nicole is a strong advocate for the individuals she serves and enjoys telling their stories.
This is very evident when reading plans that she writes. Her plans read like a good book
that you do not want to put down.
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Thank you Nicole for all of your amazing work!

What is quite amazing is that five of the eight employees within this division are new to Thomas Allen within the past 8
months. They came together, learned their role and what they could do with and for each other to ensure comprehensive
delivery of services.
Macy Anderson started as guardian in September 2018 and was promoted to Program Manager in October 2019. Macy
brings to her team a wealth of knowledge of the court system, a calm demeanor amidst the most trying of circumstances,
and a natural ability to support and acknowledge her team.
Alonso Ngumbu is the team's accounting specialist. His financial knowledge has helped us create a good system for our
accountings and filing. Alonso comes in with a smile on his face and always says good morning to everyone.
Ashley Smith has been with the guardian and conservator team for 2 years. She excels with the individuals we serve whose
culture is Karen. Ashley takes into consideration their values and works towards meeting their needs accordingly.
Cheryl Calloway is our real property 'go to' person. She has played a vital part in getting multiple individual's homes up for
sale and communicating the progress with those she serves. Cheryl is considerate of the personal belongings in the home
making sure they are taken care of before selling.
Danielle Lindstedt has been with the guardian and conservator team for 3 years. She services quite a few of our individuals
that live up north. Danielle travels to Duluth quite frequently to make sure all the persons' she serves are well taken care
of.
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Harmony does not come from tolerance. Tolerance is just putting up with
other people. Acceptance and understanding are higher levels of communication that invite loyalty.

Our Mission
Thomas Allen is committed to providing a positive quality of life experience while affirming each person's right to
choose and realize their individual goals including where and how they learn, live, work and socialize.
Thomas Allen believes in meeting the changing needs of the client and the service industry.
1550 Humboldt Ave • West St. Paul, MN 55118 • P: 651-450-1802 • F: 651-450-7923 • info@thomasalleninc.com
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Everyone does not need a test for COVID-19 (coronovirus). But what should you do
if you think you might have it?

Don’t go to the hospital or urgent care, or your health care provider’s office, unless
you are a high-risk patient or are seriously ill.
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(CNN)Internet connections are under increasing strain as millions of people self-isolate due to coronavirus, and it turns out your
microwave could play a role in keeping your household online. Using your microwave can reduce Wi-Fi signals, UK telecoms regulator
Ofcom said Tuesday in a set of tips on how to keep your home connected. "So don't use the microwave when you're making video calls,
watching HD videos or doing something important online," wrote Ofcom. Another tip is to make sure your router is optimally placed.
Positioning your router away from phones and TVs can improve the connection.
You can check whether your internet is as fast as your provider says it is by running a speed test online, and look into whether your
provider has its own tips on maintaining a good connection. Keep it away from devices such as cordless phones, stereos, halogen lamps,
TVs and dimmer switches, Ofcom advises, in order to get the best possible connection, and put it on a table or shelf rather than the
floor.
Another recommendation is to disconnect your devices from your Wi-Fi network when you're not using them. Smartphones and tablets
often use the internet in the background even when they're not in use, and disconnecting them could mean you get a stronger connection on other devices, the regulator said. Streaming companies such as YouTube are also doing their bit to keep the internet functioning
as normal while millions of people work from home. Videos on the platform now default to standard definition for all users worldwide, a
step down from the high definition that users typically see. Netflix has also reduced its video quality in Europe as experts battle to adjust
to increased internet demand. Ofcom also called on UK users to make calls on their landline or Wi-Fi connection to relieve pressure on
mobile phone networks.
Try scheduling your internet use so multiple users aren't making video calls at the same time, or download video in advance rather than
streaming it. It may also be worth connecting your computer to your router using an Ethernet cable, which gives better internet speeds
than Wi-Fi. Make sure your router is connected properly, too. It should be plugged directly into your main phone socket, ideally without
using an extension lead, as this can affect speeds.
Article credits: https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/world/ofcom-internet-speed-advice-scli-intl-gbr/index.html
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I want to alert you all of an issue we are having with sharing Excel spreadsheets. For years there has been a
bug in Windows that will cause the security of certain Excel spreadsheets to be cleared out and the spreadsheet will no longer be visible. Usually for us the bug has only been a small problem, but with all of us working remotely, the bug has been triggered more often.
To avoid this bug, please follow the rule of not placing the Excel spreadsheet in the root of your program
folder (T: drive). For instance, instead of placing the file here T:\Hennepin-LTC\somefile.xlsx, place the file
here T:\Hennepin-TC\ExcelSpreadsheets\somefile.xlsx. This should keep the issue from occurring. If you
currently have files at the root of your respective T: drives, I recommend moving them to subfolders. If you
are currently not seeing files that you know were there, please put in a ticket and we will restore the security
of the file for you so that you can see it again.

How to make standard earbuds work on your laptop

Working from Home
When you login, be sure that you have TAI selected for the VPN tunnel and
not Thomas Allen. TAI uses technology that allows more users to be on the
VPN at the same time. If you have any issues with this, please open a ticket
and we will work with you directly to resolve the issue.

Headsets are hard to come by in this time of crisis. Fortunately many of us have old
pairs of earbuds from cell phones and media players, with the old style pin connectors
on them, that are compatible with many of our laptops. In order to work, your laptop
has to have a pin connector hole in it. The hole is small, about 2.5mm. Your headset pin
connector should slide easily into the opening and then snap into place, with the plastic
sleeve snuggly resting against the outer rim of the hole.
Compatible headphones should have two buds
and a barrel style microphone located on the
wire. You should also see 4 metal contacts on the
pin connector. Since we buy used and reconditioned laptops, not all of them will function, even
if all of the other requirements are met. Some of
our laptops are also Bluetooth compatible
Before plugging in, use your mouse to right click
on the small speaker icon in the lower right part
of your screen (if you are trying to connect bluetooth, the small arrow in the same area
will take you to a menu where you may find Bluetooth settings). A small menu should
pop up. Select the Speaker setup option. Then select Advanced Setup.
You should see this Sound window.
If the speakers and headphone option appears, you can skip to the
next step. Otherwise plug in your
headset. On most systems you
should see this menu. Select
Headset (With Microphone) and
click ok. Return to the Sound window.

Dean Allmann
Systems Analyst/Systems Administrator
Direct Line: 651-789-5164
dean.allmann@thomasalleninc.com

Right click on Speakers/headphones. Click Test. Several test tones will play.
If this
succeeds, right click again and choose Set As Default Device. Now move to the Recording tab. In most systems you will use the same procedure to set the Jack Mic as the
default. Windows will, probably. Make these settings for you. Tapping on the barrel mic
will probably cause the meter on the right
to jump around a bit, showing green bars.
This means it is working correctly
That’s it. Once you have these settings
Windows should remember them for you
but, keep this email handy just in case it
doesn’t. Make sure you make a test call
before you try to contact someone for
business purposes. If you get stuck open a
helpdesk ticket.
Geoffrey Mason
Director, Information Technology
w: 651-789-5112
Helpdesk: 651-432-0540 x5999
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